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The Sea Grant Calleges Program was created in 1966 to
stimulate research, instruction, and extension of knowledge of marine
resources of the United States. In 1969 the Sea Grant Program was
established at the University of Miami.

The outstanding success of' the Land Grant Colleges
Program, which in 100 years has brought the United States to its
current superior pasition in agricultural production, was the basis
for the Sea Grant concept. This concept has three objectives: to
pramote excellence in. education and training, research, and information
services in the University's disciplines that relate to the sea. The
successful accomplishment af these objectives will result in material
contributions to marine oriented industries and will, in addition,
protect and preserve the environment for the enjoyment of all people.

With these objectives, this series of Sea Grant Special
Bulletins is intended to convey useful research information ta the
mari~e communities interested in resource development.

While the responsibility for administration of the Sea
Grant Program rests with the Department af Commerce, the responsi-
bility for financing the program is shared by federal, industrial and
University of Miami contributians. This study, Benefit Cost Anal sis
of Alternative Ex ansion Sites for the Vir inia Ke Sewers e Treatment
Plant, is published as a part of the Sea Gran.t Program.



BENEFIT COST ANALYSIS

OF ALTERNATIVE EXPANSION SITES FOR VIRGINIA KEY SEWERAGE TREATMENT PLANT



Introduction

The following is from the Miami Herald of July 27, 1971.

"Miami's Virginia Key sewage treatment plant will be expanded as

much as is necessary to treat central Dade's sewage, Miami commissioners

have decided � � over the strenaam objections of City Manager Melvin L.

Rees e.

The plant's size might have to be doubled by the year 2000 gobbling

up 65 more acres of the va1uable public land on the central Biscayne Bay

key, according to Water and Sewer Director Garrett S1oan.

Left open is the questian on the direction in which the plant will

be expanded, a question certain to bring about sore heated debate."

The purpose of this paper is to address that very question. Figure

1 is a drawing af Virginia Key showing the posi.tion of the existing

sewage treatment facilities and the two proposed expansion sites, the

northern site and the southern site. Since the operational effective-

ness of the plant at either site wD1 be the same, the problem is to

find the site which entails the 1owest overall costs. The overall cost

at each site consists of the construction costs lus the rtunit cost

of the land. The definition and measurement of the former is straight-

forward, but both definition and. measurement of opportunity cost is same-

what more difficult.

Opportun5,ty cost can be defined as the benefits or the value derived

fram using the land in its next best use. Because local planning agencies

have designated Virginia Key for recreational use, for the purposes of

this study opportunity cost will be measured in terms of recreational oppor-

tune.ties foregone.

Technically this opportunity cost is the present value of the stream



of yearly recreational benefits minus the present value of the cost of

providing the facility. The equation for the present value of s stream

of benefits is:

where B is the net benefit for the ith year of life af the proJect, n is

the Length of life, and r is the rate of interest. For e~e, if the

gross value of the services of a certain proJect in its fifth year of

operatian is $3,000 and. the cost of operating it for that same yeax' wil1

be $500, the net value of the services pravided will be $2,500. Xf the

interest rate or the rate af' discount is g then dividing $2,500 by �.05! 5

�.2762! will result in the present value of the $2,500, five years fram

now. This awny is $1,958. Looked at another way, if $1,958 is put in

a savings account that earns g, at, the end af five years it wil1 be

worth $2,500.

The present value equation is Just the sum of this discounted bene-

fits over the life of the proJect. By making use of it, it is possible

to place s single value an a multi-yeared proJect. This makes it possible

to compare this value with the cost of' building the proJect and. also with

the present value of other proJects. The problem, of course, is in measuring

the yearly benefits and in selecting the proper rate of discount. The

latter can be cvercces to a large degree by using several rates to deter-

mine if a change in the rate hss a significant effect on the results.

Descri ion of' the two sites

An expansion to the south wauld be built on a site that is marshy

and has been the site of a solid wsst,e disposal dump and therefore would

be mare expensive than an expatmion ta the north. Specifically, construc-

tion costs in the south would be $21 ~on. wh~le in the north it would

be $20 million. This site also has scme drawbacks as a recreational area,'
it is Located a goad distance fzam the water and the rough terrain and the

previous use of' the site as a dump would make it fairly expensive to turn

it into a recreational facility. Zt might also be noted that if the ex-

pansion were to be built here it would more than likely have little effect

on the use of the existing beach on the east side of' the island. since the

two would be separated by a rasd snd. s "green strip."

The site to the north is more suitable for the construction of the ex-

pansion and also for conversi.on to a xecreational facility. A recreational

proJect built an this site would have access to a fine potential beach area

along the eastern side and narthern tip of the island.. The western side

does not have e sandy beach and so could not be used as s s~ng site ss

such. Expansion of the plant to the north would Just about completely

destroy this area for possible water recreation use either by taking over

the Land or by significantly cutting down access to it.

Zt might be argued that the northern site would be the best f' or the

plant since it is the furthest away from other users of the Key such as

the Seaqusrium, the Marine Stadium, snd the oceanic research camplez.

This is more than likely a weak argument since in those cases where the work-

load of the plant snd the wind conditions combine to send, obnoxious odors

t~ these places  an unusual event!, s mean locatianal difference af

800 yards wiLL be significant only part of the time.

From the above it can be seen that the problem essentially boi1s down

to the fallowing: Assuming that the cost estimates are accurate expansion

of the sewage plant at the southern site will mean higher construction

costs but wil1 aUaw for the construction of recreational facilities with

access to the water while exgamion st the northern site wiLL mean lower

construction costs but will only allow for land based recreation. The



relevant question ia: ls access to the water for the recreation facility

worth the extra one million dollars in construction costs? In terms of

the above discussion of opportunity costa, this question can be stated as

"Is the opportunity cost of using the northern site which bas access to

the water equal to a million dollars more than that of the site Co the

south which does not?" If so, then the overall cost of both which includes

construction costs and opportunity costs, are equal.

The answer to the above question depends upon what type of recreational

use is considered and. hov much additional value that use wil1 have if there

i* access to water. Two types of recreation activities will be considered:

an overnight campground facility and a day pi.cnic facility.

Use of the Land. as an Overni ht C round Facil.it

A campgr~ with 750 campsites can be built on either site for about

$2.725 million. Assiing that the use of such a campsite for one night ia

worth $7.00,  this ia about halfway between the $3.00 charged. at other

Florida government owned parks and. the $l1.00 charged at Disneyworld! if

there is a yearly attendance of 5g capacity then such a park would generate

$703,125 a year after operating expenses have been deducted.  See Appendex

1 for raw data on these figures.! The present value of twenty years of

such operation discounted. at @ ia $8.09 mi11ion.

The net benefit from this use of the land is the present value of

benefits minus the construction costs or $B.09 million - $2.725 million

which is $5.365 million. Thi.s would be the opportunity cost oi' using the

land for some other purpose,

The above d.oes not take into account the extra value of having a camp-

site with access to the water. If that information were available it would

be a simple matter to find the increase in opportunity cost that would be

provided by access to the water, and then there would be some basis for

decid.ing between expansion to the south or Co the north. Unfortunately,

such information is not available and so an alternate method of analysis

must be used. It can be shown, for instance, that if the admission price

for a water based campsite vere $7.6'- the opportunity coat of the land.

would increase from $5.365 million to $6.365 million.

Tbi.s means that at the 64 discount rate snd the stated assumptions

about attendance figures, if people are willing to pay $.64 more per camp-

site over a twenty year period is enough to make up for the extra one

md,llion dollars in construction costs.

If people are willing to psy more than an $.64 extra for the water

then clearly construction to the south has the lower total overall cost

since the opportunity coat of access to the water would be more than one

million d.o11ars.

It should. be pointed. out that it is not necessary that these campers

be forced Co pay this extra amount for these figures to make sense.

Whether they pay or not, there is still a net benefit since people are

being provided with a service that is worth more than it costs.

Since it is very difficult to select the proper discount rate and yet

the discount rate is an important variable, it is useful to analyse the

change in conclusions that, result from changes in discount rates. It is

also interesting to see how changes in assumptions about starting dates

and about lengths of life of the pro!act can affect them. The longer the

life the larger is the number of years over which the yearly benefits can

be added. Sut because the future is very uncertain, it is usually folly

to count benefits too far into the future. The starting date of a pro!ect

can also be important because the further in the future it ia, the more

its yearly benefits must be discounted.

To take these things into consideration, four different caaCpsite



projects were studied, each at five different discount rates. The first

two start immediate1y with one running twenty years and. the other running

ten. The others are each of ten years duration with one of them start'ing

five years and the other ten years in the future. In al3. cases, construc-

tion costs were considered tc be $2.725 mild.ion on the grounds increasing

it by the annual inflation rate and then discounting back to a present

value will not significantly change its value.

Table 1 is s. summary of the results of ccmputations using the different

discount rates and. assumptions about the life of tbe project and its pro-

posed starting date. In each part of the table, the row labeled PVB con-

tains the present value of the benefits, the row labeled HB contains the

net benefit of the project which is PVB minus $2.725 mi11ion for construction

costs and the row labeled P contains the increase in price for the water
1

based project necessary te make the overaU. costs of expanding to the north

and to the south the same.  The meaning of the row labe1ed P2 will be

~ned later.! For examp1e, in the 20 year project, a higher discount

rate of 144 and the same attendance rates will mean that the present value

of the benefits is $4.653 mLLI3.on. The net benefit is $1.928 mi11ion snd

people zest be willing to pay $1,09 more than the specified $7.00 for a

campsite with access to the water in order to make the opportunity cost of

building to the north hLgh enough such that overall. cost for both sites

are equal.

Those figures in the HB row that are negative represent projects and

interest rates where the present va1ue of benefits is less than the con-

struction costs. For example, the ten year project that starts ten years

from naw has a present value of benefits of $1.664 mi3J.ion when the discount

rate is lg which means the net benefits weal be $-1.061 million. The $10.25

in the parenthesis in the P rcw is the admission price that would be neces-
1

sary f.n order for the net benefits to be equa1 to zero, and $3.08 is extra

paysent necessary in order for the net benefits to be equal to one million

dollars to b~e off the difference in construction costs.

A good case can be made that in all of the above the opportunity cost
of using the area to the south is reaLly zera on the grounds that, there are

many spots an the mainland where such a land based camping facility could
not be built. beany possible sites exist. This is not the case i'or the

water based recreation facility in the north, ~r. There are rea11y

very few undeveloped. sand beaches available in Dade County. Therefore, if

the plant is expanded to the north, the possibility of const'.ructing a camp
ground with access to water is in fact eliminated.

If one accepts this, then it, is only necessary that the opportunity

cost of the northern site be at least equal to one million do11ars in order

to justify the extra costs of building to the sauth. The price that people

must be wil3.ing to pey for this to be the case for the various projects is

he

in the ~ year project, if the discount rate is @, then people must be

willing to pay $4.22 per campsite in order for the net benefit of the project
to be one mQ3.ion daLLars.

Use of the Land as a Picnic Facilit

Deriving the net benefit from the use of the land as a picnic facility

is more difficult than doing so for a camping facility because it is very

difficult to get a good proxy for peaple's willingness to pay. It is easy

however, to show haw much this wi13.ingness to pay must be in order for bene-

fits to at least be equal to costs. This is one approach that wiU. be used
here.

A picnic facility with parking spaces and tables sufTicient far 500

parties can be built on either site for around $650,000.  See appendix I.!



At 5g of' capacity this will provide 310,2� recreation days per year.

Since this is only 3~~> of the visitors at Cape Florida, Crandon Pazk, and

Virginia Key Park, and because of the rapidly increasing population of the

south Dade area, it is not, unreasonable at ail to assume that such a facil-

ity, if built, would in fact have such a yearly attendance figure.

Assuming a twenty year life span and. a discount rate of 6f if each

visitor has a willingness to pay of $0.60, the benefits of the proJect

would. Just equal the costs. Or to put it another way, if the value of the

recreation service is $0.60 per person, the benefits are equal to costs.

 See appendix 2 for the assumptions concerning operating costs and an

equation for deriving this price.! If' the people are willing to pay $0.88

per person then there will be a net benefit of one million dollars. This

means that if people are willing to pay $0.28 more for a picnic site near

the water than they are for one that is not, and if' the total they are

will.ing to pay is $0.88 or more then. it makes sense to buil,d, the sewer

expamion to the south so as to leave open the option of water based recre-

ation. This is because the extra benefits derived. from having the picnic

facility near the water makes up f' or the extra $1 million in construction

costs necessary to build the expansion to the south thus leaving the

northern part of the island available for the picnic facility.

This is, of course, not a proof that the expansion should. be built in

the south, but since these figures are so small it certainly means that

solid consideration should. be given to such a course. That is, there is

no proof that people are willing to pay these amounts, but the figuz'es do

not sound. at all unreasonable. If they are wilj.ing to pay that much or

more then the wisest use of publi.c funds would be to build the treatment

plant in the south and a picnic area with access to the wat,ez in the north,

The gain the people would get from using the recreation f'acility would. moze

than make up for the extra construction costs.

The minimum willingness to pay for benefits tc equal costs or for

net benefits to equal tc $1 million will differ with different assumptions

about the rate of interest and the life of the proJect. Table 2 is a

summary of how these things change rrl.th different assumptions. P is the
3

price necessary for benefits to equa1 costs and P4 is the additional money

people must be willing to pay foz access to the beach in order for the

net benefit of the proJeet to equal the one million in. extra constrLcticn

costs. For example, if the recreation facility will nct be built fcr

five years and an g discount rate is used, each individual visi.or wculd

have to be willing to pay $0.84 in order for 'benefits to equal costs snd

$1.49 in order to yield a net benefit cf one million dollars. This means

that if people are willing to pay $0.65 extra for a picnic site near the

water and if they are willing to pay $1,49 or more in total then the

sewer expansion should be built to the south.

Remember that by wi1lingness to pay, it is meant that, pecple will re-

ceive that much val~e from the experience, It has been the tradition in

the United States f' or such recreation facilities to be cperated free of

charge by various agencies of the government, and so some people may have

an aversion to paying entrance fees but this does not mean that they do

not receive a value when the service is provided to them. This discussion

in no way implies that these people should be charged an entrance fee

 although there may he some arg u ments in favor of such a proposition!.

That is a matter of equity. Regardless of wbo pays for it, the recreation-

ists or the government, sezvices of these values are being produced and

distributed to the consuming public.

Although it would be very difficult to estimate the value of a picnic

experience with and without accessibility of wstez, the water resources



council of the United States Government �971! have put out some standards

that might shed same additional light on the problem. They suggest that

the value of a recreation day for such things as swimming, boating, pic-

nicing, etc. ranges fram $0.75 to $2.25. It is left up to the general

researcher to decide which vaLue in this range to choose. In a critique

of these standards Cichitti et al.,  l971! state "..., the pzinciples

and standard.s must specify that lowez va3.ues in these ranges be used. when

alternative uncongested recreation areas  whethez pub].ic or private! serve

the same populations as the proposed pro]ect or reserved water resources.

If aLternative az'eas are either non-existent oz overcrowded, the higher

values should be utilized to evaluate henef'its;..."

Because of the fact that uncrowded beach areas or potential beach

areas are relatively more scarce than picnic areas or potential picnic

areas and also because it would seem that, the availability of beach would

make the recreation experience more valuable, let us assign a value of $2.25

to a recreation day at a facility built to the north of the present treat-

ment plant, since it has access to water and $0.75 to one at a facility

built to the south since it does not.

Using these figures and again assuming 33.0,250 visitors per year for

twenty years and a discount rate of Q the present value of the benefits

from a recreational facility on the northern site is $6.538 million whi1e

the benefits of one on the southern site is $1.181 million. Given the

$650,000 construction cost of each, the net benefit fram using the land to

the north for recreation is $5.888 million while the net benefit of the

land to the south is onLy $.531 mil3.ion. This means that the overall

cost oi' bui.lding to the north is $20 million construction costs plus $5.888

million opportunity cost of $25.888 million. The overa11 cost of building

to the south is $21 mi11ion construction costs plus $.531 million oppor-

tunity costs or $21,531 million total. Therefore, it makes sense to

build to the south. This is especially true when it is high3y likely

that the true opportunity cost of building to the south is zero since

there are many other possible sites for land 'based recreational facilities'

Table 3 is a summary of different calculations similar to the one

described a'bove except that different discount, rates and starting times

for the program are used. For example, with a discount rate of 104 the

10 year project starting immediately will have a net benefit of' $,759

million if it is built in the south and $3.553 million if built to the

north.

It is interesting to note that in all cases the net benefit of the

recz'cation project in the north is more than e mi13,ior. dolla s gzeater

than the one in the south, which means regardless of the assumptions

concerning length of' life of the project, starting time of pro!ect, oz

rate of discount, it always makes more sense to build the expansion of

the sewerage treatment plant to the south. Also note thst. t»e proJect

with access to the water alw ys has a positive net benefit, but this is

not always true for the 'and locked facility.

Summary

The above information should be very useful in making the final

decis'on about wheze o locate the expans'on of the ewer plant. 'whether

a camping facility ar a day beach is provided, under all but the strictest

assumptions about starting time fo" the recreation facility and the size

of' the discount rate, it appears reasonable that the benefits that would

be gained hy leaving the north open for recreation purposes wou1d more

than outweigh the extra one million dollars in construction costs necessary

to expand to the sewer to the south. If the recreation facility vill

-10-



Appendix 1

l. Cost common to both

Cost unique to North

road = $100,000

Cost unique to South

extra landscaping = $100,000

2. Revenues

.5' capacitys at $7,00

.5 x 750 x 365 x 7.00 = $958,].25

3. Yearly operating expenses

p 1
.136875

�! =7305 �!
X X

-12� -13-

never be built or weal not be built until far into the future, then this

wilJ. not be true. But these figures indicate that these facilities

should be built as soon as possible.

Perhaps a word is in order about which type of recreation facility

should be built. Even though the camping facility has a higher net

benefit, 1 would think that the picnic-beach operation should. be built

because most of the net benefit that is derived from the campsite could

be gained even if it were built away fram the water. Only that extra

part of it that is due to the nearness of the water is what we are con-

cerned with. Also the prime users of such an operation would be tourists

traveling through and not citizens and taxpayers of this area. Therefore

the local government should not be the one that should provide this type

of facility. On the other hand, local residents will make great use of

a beach and to build a beach you must have access to the bay.

Information on Cost of Constructing Campsite Facility

75 acres with 10 campsites

per acre at $35,000 per acre+ = $2.625 million

~ COST of' either $2.625 million + .1 million = $2,725 million

$3,400ss an acre

This is overestimated because it is average

3,400 x 75 = 255>000

4. Net revenue

Revenue - operating cost = $703,000

5. Equation for deriving Pl in Table 1

n
Where .136875 is the expected attendance in millions and X =

i=M~1+r!'- '
r is the interest rate, H is the starting date of the pro!ect

and n is the end of projects useful life, for purposes of this study

in ye; rs from present.



Appendix 2

Cost information on Public Facility

+ .255!
X

1
. 136875

1, sConstruction cost

Cost common to both:

Parking

P = 1 3.725
.136875 f 'X 500 cars at $100 a car $50,000

Restrooms

2 at $40,000 80,000

Picnic Tables

500 at $50 25,000

20,000

$500 x 75 acres 375,000

SUBTOTAL $550,000

Cost Pecu!far co North

road costs 100,000

Cost Peculiar to South

extra landscaping

Life guards, grounds keepers, etc.

Gas, oil, and depreciation of lawnmowera, etc..� 8,000

TOTAL 130,000

-14-

When the net benefits are zero the expression for deriving the price in

parenthesis is

6. Equation for deriving P2 in Table 2

Where .255 is operating expenses in millions,

*Estimated with the heLp of:
Robert Perkins
Chief
Research Department
Dade County Parks

**Estimated with the help of:
Willi.am Talbert
Research Department
Dade County Parks

Water and Electricity facilities

Landscaping,

TOTAL COST for either $550,000 + $100,000

Yearly Operating Expenses

Additional administrative cost to Park
Department

100,000

650,000

12,000

110,000



3. Equation for p in Table 3
3

PVB  in millions!
NB  in millions!

P2

20 Year Project
Starting Imsediately

M-1
- 20

$8. 090 $6, 917
5.365 4.192
.63 .74

4.22 4.62

$5.982 $5.244
3,257 2.519

.85 .98
5.05 5.51

$4. 653
1, 928
1.09
5.974, Equation for P in Table 3.

10 Year Pro!ect
Starting Immediately

M 1
N 10

3. 666
1.941
1.39
7.08

P X .31025
  !

10 Year Pro!ect
Starting 5 Years in
che Puture

M 6
N=15

PVB  in millions!
NB  in millions!
Pl

4.097 3,466 2.950 2.523
1.372 .741 .225 -.202
1,25 1.48 1.73 2.03

�.40!

2.170
-.555
2,36

 8.30!

* Estimated with the help of:
William Rosenberg
Landscape Architect

P2

10 Year Project
Starting 10 Years in
the Future

M ll
N 20

PVB  in millions!
NB  in millions!
Pl

2.889 2.200 1.664 1.272
.164 -.525 -1.061 -1.453

1.77 2.33 3.08 4.04
 8.22! �0.26! �2.86!

.988
-1.737
5.19

�6.02!

P
2 8.48 10.55 13.34 16.90 21.21

M andN are defined in Appeadix l.

-17-
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P e 1 650
.31025 < X

.31025 is attendence in millions

.65 is construction cost in millions

.130 is operating cost in millions

X is as defined in Appendix 1

6X 89, 10X 12X 14X

PVB  in millions! 5.202 4.717 4.319 3.971
NB  in millions! 2.477 1.992 1.594 1,246
Pl ,98 1.09 1,18 1,29
P2 5. 53 5. 91 6.29 6. 67

6.53 7.38 8.34 9.43 10.66

P is che increase in price necessary to make the vater based facility have a net1 benefit $1 million greater than tbe lend based facility to smke up for tbe
extra conscruction costs in those prodects. See Item 5 in Appendix l.

P2 is tbeprice necessary for tbe ester based facility co have net benefits of $1
million. See item 6 in appendix 1.



TABLE 2 TABLE 3

 in millions! 12X12X 14X

8.73
.49

8.70
.43

$.66
.38

8.60
.28

8.63
.32

P3
P

1.13 1.22TOTAL .88

4.203 3.811 3.490 3,209 2.963
3,553 3.161 2.840 2.559 2.313

.759 .689 .631 ,580 .535

.109 .039 -,019 -.07 -.115

.79

.57
.82
. 61

.76

.52
.70
.43

.73

.48
P3
P4

1.431.28 1,361,21TOTAL 1.13

3,311 2.801 2.384 2.039 1.754
2.661 2.151 1..734 1.389 1.104

.598 ,506 .430 .368 .317
� .052 -.144 -.220 -.282 -.333

1.00 1.10
.90 1.04

.92

.76
.78
.55

.84
,65

2.334 1.778 I..345 1.028 .798
1.684 1.129 .695 .378 .148

.422 .321 .243 ,185 .144
-.228 -.329 -.407 -.465 .,506

P3
P

4. 20TOTAL 1.7l 2,11 2.66 3.35

PVB225 snd NB225 are the present value of the benefits and Che neC benefit fox s

picnic facility buiLt to the north of the existing plant uith e hypoCbesized value

per use day of $2.25

P = price necessary fot benefits to be equal to cost  see appendix 2, item 3!
3

P4 u increase in price necessary to make net benefiCs equal to $7 million.
 sse appendix 2, item 4!

PVB75 and IN>> represent the sane for a picnic facility built to the south uit'h no

access to the aeter snd s hypothesized value per user day of 80.75
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20 'fear ProjecC
Starting, 1esadiately

1
N 20

10 Yeux' Project
Starting lsmedietely

n 10

10 Year Project
Starting 5 yeats in
the Future

H = 6
N 15

10 Year Project
SCsrting 10 years in
the Puture

M 11
N = 20

P3
P

TOTAL 1.33 1.89 1.68 L.SGO 2.14

.93 1.08 1.30 1.57 1.91

.78 1,03 1.36 1.78 2.29

20 Year Pxoject
Starting Immediately

N 1
Ne20

10 Year Pxoject
Starting Immediately

II 1
Nel0

10 Year Pxoject
Starting 5 years in
the Future

8=6
N 15

� Yeax Pxoject
Starting 10 years in
the Fatuxe

N=ll
N 20

PVB225
NB2
PV87 5
NB75

PVB225

75
NS75

P~225
NB225
PVB75
NB75

~225
NB225
PVS75
NB75

86.538
5.888
1.181

.531

85.589
4.939
1.010

,360

84.936 84.237
4.186 3.587

.874 .766

.224 ,116

%3.762
3. 112

.680

.030
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